ELS Language Centers/Lubbock
in partnership with Texas Tech University
www.ELS.edu/Lubbock

- Opening June 25, 2012 -
Lubbock, Texas

- Lubbock is a city of 230,000 population located in northwest Texas – 512 kilometers from Dallas, 555 kilometers from Oklahoma City and 830 kilometers from Houston.
- Home to award-winning wineries, Big 12 Conference sports and the First Friday Art Trail and the Flatland Film Festival.
- Lubbock prides itself on small town hospitality and West Texas charm.
- Local attractions include American Wind Power Center, Buddy Holly Center, Museum of Texas Tech University, National Ranching Heritage Center, Science Spectrum & Omni Theater, West Texas Walk of Fame and much more.
- Lubbock offers a moderate climate with an average of 263 day of sunshine annually, average temperature of 27° Celsius in July and 4° in January.
ELS/Lubbock

• The ELS facility, with all classrooms, offices and Language Technology Center, will be located off campus at 1921 Broadway Street, with buses operating from this location to the center of the campus.
• ELS students will have full access to Texas Tech University’s library, recreational facilities and computer labs.
• Apartment-style student residence housing
  On-campus housing will be available for ELS students in the Carpenter/Wells apartments.
• Homestays also will be available
Texas Tech University

- Founded in 1923, Texas Tech is located on the South Plains of West Texas.
- Texas Tech is a major comprehensive public research institution which houses an undergraduate institution, graduate school, law school and medical school on the second largest contiguous campus in the USA.
- The 744-hectare campus is known for its Spanish Renaissance type of architecture and its beauty.
- Offering more than 100 undergraduate programs, 100 masters programs and more than 50 doctoral programs.
- Home to approximately 32,000 students.
Texas Tech University

Texas Tech offers several special advantages for ELS students, including:

• Acceptance of ELS Level 112 (Intensive English for Academic Purposes program) as fulfillment of its English proficiency requirement for both undergraduate and graduate programs
• Conditional admission to qualified students (Level 112) for majority of its programs
• Concurrent enrollment opportunities at Texas Tech for ELS students in Level 110 and above
• Use of campus recreational facilities, which include an excellent aquatic center, lighted tennis courts, indoor soccer arena, fitness/wellness center, basketball/volleyball courts and much more.
Texas Tech University offers many undergraduate and graduate degree programs, including the following:

**Undergraduate Programs:**
- Accounting
- Advertising
- Agriculture
- Apparel Design
- Architecture
- Art
- Biochemistry
- Business Administration
- Communication (Graphic) Design
- Computer Science
- Education
- Electrical Engineering
- Electronic Media Communication
- Finance
- Food Science
- Geosciences
- Industrial Engineering
- Mathematics
- Music
- Petroleum Engineering
- Psychology
- Restaurant & Hotel Management
- Sociology
- and more . . .

**Graduate Programs:**
- Applied Linguistics
- Atmospheric Sciences
- Bioinformatics
- Business Administration
- Educational Leadership
- Environmental Toxicology
- Forensic Science
- Hospitality Administration
- Land-Use Planning
- Management Information Systems
- Microbiology
- Music Performance
- Personal Financial Planning
- Physics
- Plant & Soil Sciences
- Public Administration
- Software Engineering
- Theater Arts
- Wind Science & Engineering
- and more . . .